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Heart of the Predator Whatâ€™s it like to have the soul of a beast and the calling of a monster, all
concealed within the skin of a person? How do you live among the human herd when your instincts
tell you theyâ€™re prey? What sort of strain does shapeshifting have on your system? What does it
mean to have the blood of the wolf? A character book for Werewolf: The Forsakenâ„¢ â€¢
Practical information on how werewolves cope with both the wilderness and the urban jungle â€¢
Expanded information on werewolf physiology; new shapeshifting tricks, regeneration, and more
â€¢ Expanded information on wolf-blooded characters (the offspring of werewolves and humans)
and their role in the setting â€¢ A bevy of new rules and character options make this an
â€œadvanced playerâ€™s guideâ€•
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In my opinion, and I know many disagree, the Werewolf core book didn't do enough justice to the
possibility of werewolves living in cities. This book takes care of that problem very well, having large
sections of the book dedicated to how werewolves fit into the urban or suburban environment, as
well as expanded sections on wilderness areas.Additionally, it allows the Storyteller to make a
wolf-blooded character based on a sliding-scale, rather than the absolute presented in the Forsaken
core book.This is a great book. If you buy one supplement for Werewolf the Forsaken, this should
be at least in the top three (other two: Lore of the Forsaken and Predators) if not the top position.
Especially if you want your characters to be in a city during your story.

This book isn't bad, it jumps into answering the technical questions about werewolf psychology and
physiology that players are bound to ask at some point. Some new Gifts for the Wilderness and
Urban are slated out. The final chapter of this book expands on the creation and play of Wolf-Blood
characters. Overall the book is decent and full-fills a needed place for expanding more on the
Wolf-Blood and what it means to be an Uratha.
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